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A Matrimonial Infidelity "Catch & Kill" Gone Bad.
NewsNetNowWire has been closely monitoring developments related to the
contents previously posted in this PRESS RELEASE, including all updates
provided by CTO'S investigative reporting for Mr. Philip Tom Gildred founder
and chairman of FMT Consultants and Mr. Michael Foster Founder
FostersNet.com. Mr. Gildred is Circle Member at the San Diego Museum of Art.
A Serial Entrepreneur.
Mr. Gildred is married to Mrs. Carolina Gildred. Gildred is an Ernst & Young
National Entrepreneur Of The Year Awardee. A finalist in the San Diego
Business Journal's Most Admired CEO awards. Was the CEO & Co-Founder
Emerald Textiles in San Diego, a Health Linen Cleaning company and a board
member for numerous organizations.
Tom Gildred is a known colleague to the who's who namesake's of San Diego
such as, Betty Ann Hoehn, Armando Ibarra, Jr. Jacqueline Johnson, PhD.
Barbara Katz, Melinda Kimbro, James Kinney, Lester Machado, MD, DDS
Joanie O'Leary, Russell Ginns, Kimberly Godwin, Dr. Tom Maddox, Randy
Clark, Jackie Mann, Charlie Mann, William Mayer, Eric Casazza, Paul Clayton
and others. Gildred heads up The Gildred Development Companies and FMT
Consultants New York and California States.

Sources to the time of this news release locations townships, Del Mar, Rancho
Santa Fe, Manhattan NYC, Scarsdale NY, Carlsbad and La Jolla San Diego.
Officials of relative concern have been provided with a copy of this Press
Release update. In an effort to keep all our readers updated and properly
informed, as well as protecting our business from wrongful accusation or fake
news reporting, included here as a precautionary measure are the newly
updates with a brief disclosure of the factual status of the news, point by point in
order of priority that have been proven.
In May, 2016 Mrs. Gildred Carolina approached Mr. Michael Foster owner of
Foster's Economical Services Co. 1992 Inc. FostersNet.com, likewise a Rock
Dance Coach. An unmarried guy who Mrs. Gildred has known for many, many
years prior her marriage to Mr. Gildred.
Mrs. Gildred ideas point to several trips to San Diego, CA. Paid in detailed by
Mrs. Gildred includes round trip 1st class airfare accompanied with luxury
accommodations at hotels in Del Mar and La Jolla, and one Escondido Lodge.
The content Metadata found across the World Wide Web and on sites
CarolinaGildred.com & TomGildred.info etc., began propagating throughout the
metaverse as Gildred made public disclosures in documents of a lawsuit in The
New York Supreme Court to which named Mr. Foster as the Defendant in
Gildred V Foster 153554/2017. No previous metadata passed as responsive
instrument to match the Gildred's statements to news payper writers at The San
Diego Reader, New York Post and The New York Daily News, all of whom
syndicated Gildred's lawsuit claims in official reports to a hosts of online
international media.
Contrary to Gildred's argument by Carlsbad based attorney's Seth Alan Rafkin
and Jennifer Bogue. CarolinaGildred.com and TomGildred.info was never a
content smear, nor were the urls found in web results circulation prior to the
Gildred's lawsuit and publicity campaign. The websites TomGildred.info,
twitter.com/GildredTom and CarolinaGildred.com establish population across
the internet as retroactive content consistent to claims known only to the
Gildred San Diego Circle. The website further included content related to the
xlover's comprehensive struggles in response to the Gildred's lawsuit and
claims of Gildred's allege paid for in and out of court campaign of tacit
harassment tactics. The allege harassment includes 10's of thousands of spam
calls to Foster's business lines and personal cell phone. Turns out Gildred's
approach was to inundate their lawsuit defendant to a state of insanity and if not
the Gildred's tactics would be too much and too crazy to report. So we have
only listed the spam calls harassment .
"Its common sense even the worse call spammers know who to call when
selling car insurances"

It is in our opinion: The Gildred Couple of Rancho Santa Fe generated an
impetus driven by compensations with a PRISM predisposed for unjust attacks
to Michael Foster to whom to the Gildred's are a prey. Their conduct is with no
abhorrence for the expense those attacks entails.
#1. A Parody Synopsis at https://twitter.com/GildredTom (Tom Gildred: a
stunningly bruised ego).
#2. Post above 1: Gildred establishes a timetable of evidentiary circumstances to cover up an overestimate in the Mr.s Gildred adultery and to develop an
accelerated aggressive stretch across states San Diego California & New York
City Metropolis. By the Gildred's own documents found in the lawsuit files.
Gildred's captivation of sundry moments are noticeable in a psychotic
prescription courtesy of Mrs. Gildred's divorcee. A debunk NY Psychiatrist in Dr.
Manuel Orlando Garcia of Scarsdale, NY. (Admitted to sleeping with psychiatry
patients).
#3. Resentment is the repartee - choice #1: Mrs. Gildred's mentality to defuse
monetary value in husband Tom Gildred is uncovered as Tom Gildred's
esteemed San Diego personality perspective cannot be mocked by an x-Tango
lover in Mr. Michael Foster.
#4. Jealousy the retort - choice #2: Mrs. Gildred and their Attorneys Jennifer
Bogue, Seth Alan Rafkin picked out an original solution in Michael Foster. Who
at the time became impoverished as result of unknown harassment by the
Gildreds. But he remained bold, conscientious, civil, intense and practical until
he was surprised at the Gildred's lawsuit. (Facebook.com/MichaelTango).
The Gildred's lawsuit menu came with also a prepared attorney to their
Defendant. A shocked Mr. Foster attempts to re-calibrate in answers acting
Prose to Gildred's claims. After all, She flew Mr. Foster 1st class several times
SAN/NYC Del Mar near their Las Ventanas home to do the gratifying and
peppery Hot Tango at poolside, in their garage, their masterbedroom, their
kitchen & back office as Honcho Tom Gildred peeks-on, unwittingly from
concealed regions near their Las Ventanas Circle home.
#5. Then the wife's idea worked as persuading jealousy enough Gildred Tom
her husband: but instead of retaining a secret investigator, Rancho Santa Fe's
Tom Gildred. Instead of kicking her to the curb? Mr. Gildred fell with buckling
knees and crumbled in emotional digress. A first marriage. Rancho Santa Fe's
Tom Gildred was still in love, fresh out of a marriage only months young. So as
any good loving husband would do, the San Diego name Gildred was sufficient
to equate to much of a Gildred status or dignity and money was not an object.
Mr. Gildred almost erred in their plans as at one point simply wanted to
apologize to the lover. Gildred wanted to do this in person when back in NYC.
But Mrs. Gildred persuaded Tom not to do so and further admitted the said in a
telephone conversation with Mr. Foster in one of her attempts to maintain love
& harmony - Both Sides.

#6. A confession from the Couple to Mr. Foster won't do says wife Carolina.
Instead, with they both decided to trash him.
It was the Gildred IIED & Defamation reverse psychological strategy in: "THE
HOW-TO" Clear? Their name of a Matrimonial Infidelity which was yet at that
time a Rancho Santa Fe family PRIVATE issue. As it were, but the Tango
instructor was already distraught and if continued in less than months
(Emotional-Erotomania), a pending mad-fellow) financed by Gildred, its
attorneys, a few pay-per reporters, a corrupt psychiatrists, a false Gildred police
report and Mr. Foster in NYC hadn't gotten a clue while their FRAMED plans
were accelerating in motion.
#7. Together, the Couple passionately Over-Prepared: Over months & months
targeting the x-suitor in attempts to assure a fixed mental conclusion. Once
enough implied to have carried out, as it was relatively sure. The Gildred's have
successfully created a schizophrenic guy, established in the Tango NYC xlover.
"Tom Gildred's background includes the likes of a CPA. Their calculations went
on to include"
#8. As a backup thanks to attorneys in New York and California, Mr. & Mrs.
Gildred created a fraudulent criminal police report - of dreaded concerns for
their lives & of death risks, double murder suicide and of harassment and
stalking from the x-Tango lover who Tom & Carolina were sure had had
arrangements in place to return to San Diego and could subject the Gildred
husband and wife life threatening harm.
"During Gildred's creations, alternately back in NYC Mr. Foster"
#9. Mr. & Mrs. Gildred used parties admitted to be rivals to the x tango
sweetheart and partners to Mrs. Gildred to promote their defamation and
infliction of serious emotional distress privately & publicly. Using their dishonest
police records to spread rumors in NY & CA along with their fake Psychiatric
letter illustrating Mr. Foster's Mental Diagnosis by expert Documents prepared
by Tom Gildred's wife x-husband Dr. Manuel Orlando Garcia.
"The Rancho Santa Fe Gildred Matrimonial Debacle is not near over"
Like two peas in a pod - they're in too deep - and though their story is clear
mismanaged?
#10. The San Diego Gildred Couple: Carolina and Tom Gildred then inaugurate
a Civil Action in the State of New York. "Gildred v Foster" 153554/2017 to which
Gildred gleefully up-gamed. Selling their stories to the New York Daily News,
the San Diego Reader and The New York Post reporters Julia K. Marsh &
Rexton Brown.

Seth Alan Rafkin (https://rafkinesq.com) and Jennifer McGuire Bogue then
aligned a legal legacy with Mr. & Mrs Gildred. Rafkin is a contractual favorite of
Tom Gildred in "Emerald Textiles vs Angelica Textiles" at Cooley law partners in
legal filings naming Michael Foster as defendant in the New York Supreme
Court.
Their frivolous lawsuit seeks financial rewards in praise of the Gildred's in a
price tag of $250,000.00 to be drawn from a miserable, mentally insane, broke
x-tango lover.
MichaelTango.com.
To support Michael Foster in a fight to his integrity in a CA State Counter Lawsuit against Mr. & Mrs
Gildred et al, and to close a chapter in the Gildred Frivolousness in a Gildred Catch & Kill matrimonial
infidelity. A private family issue, which became public by Mr. & Mrs. Carolina Gildred too froward a
thinking. https://CarolinaGildred.com https://TomGildred.info meets the Gildred Matrimonial
Identification retraction unfortunately exactly the opposite as the Gildred had planned - as contents
found on these websites are 100% accurately aligned with the Mr. Tom & Carolina Gildred overly
ambitious IIED & Defamation reverse indignation.
By conclusion to this Press Release Report:
https://DanceWithMe.org was also Michael & Mrs Carolina Gildred creation as reflective of Mrs.
Gildred son Bryant Castillo who's diagnosed with an assertive medical disability. Mr. Foster is not
irresponsible. The facts in alignment with Tom & Carolina Gildred of Rancho Santa Fe and the couple's
ability to pay for a story to be written their ways are inherently ascribed indefinitely as insidious
because they are FACTS, and facts are the Facts.
Finally: Your help by transcribing to the press release will help Michael to live his life, love for family
and dance, out side of the ignorance of Tom & Carolina Gildred in their public matrimonial debacle.
Please give Michael a fighting chance and an opportunity to confront the couples ongoing irresponsible
manifestations.
THANK YOU
DONATION LINK: https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=EU73PESL3HAW6
EDITOR IN CHIEF CaribbeanTimes.org NewsNetNowWire*: Seth Alan Rafkin, Jennifer Bogue
(RafkinEsq.com*): Along with websites https://carolinagildred.com
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